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Background

❖ As the lead office of Alerting, EPO launched integrated RSS service for EPO-

CNIPA family applications from May 2017 and suggested to develop IP5 family 

alerting service.

❖ KIPO launched RSS service for KIPO applications from December 2017. In 

addition, in WG2 meeting 2020, KIPO mentioned it was considering to provide 

integrated RSS service of family applications using OPD data, without 

integrating other offices' RSS.

❖ KIPO has implement the pilot project and launched the service in June 2020.
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Data structure: DocList vs. RSS

<DocList> <RSS>

❖ DocList data retrieved from OPD service and RSS data that each office provides have 

similar contents and structures.



Data structure: DocList vs. RSS

❖ Structurally, DocList data can be converted to RSS feed data

<DocList>

<RSS>



System Improvement

1. RSS request

2. DocList request

3. DocList response

4. DocList → RSS
(conversion) 

5. RSS response

❖ If the request for RSS service is applied, KIPO retrieves DocList data using OPD system, 

converts it to RSS feed and provide RSS service. All these processes are implemented in 

real time, and DocContents are also provided in the same way.

❖ This approach does not need the cooperation with other offices and can provide the 

integrated RSS service for all the family applications retrieved from OPD, including even 

ones of the office not providing its own RSS service.



Family RSS Service
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❖ To apply the integrated RSS service, ①users click “family RSS“ button,  ②
select the applications that they want to retrieve and ③click “RSS view” button

❖ As you can see on the image below, the integrated RSS feed can be 

established for all the family application



Suggestion

❖ Because this approach can be implemented independently by each office, without 

cooperation with other offices, KIPO thinks it can be the most appropriate one that all the 

offices can improve the integrated RSS service for IP5 family applications easily.

❖ If there are any other problems and constraints, KIPO thinks it is desirable IP5 offices to 

improve the integrated RSS service according to this approach and provide it to users.



Thank you!


